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Why wait for the holidays when you can adorn your home with a variety of beautiful wreaths all year

long! Floral wreaths add a special accent to your home, but can be expensive to buy. Save money

and express your creativity by learning to make your own wreaths with this step-by-step guide--so

detailed, it is the only book on wreath-making you'll ever need!Detailed, step-by-step instructions

and photos show you every step of the way, from choosing a wreath base to adding vines, flowers,

bows, and moreLearn to make unique add-ins like distressed clay pots and bird housesSpecial

section of instructions for Christmas wreaths
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Nancy Alexander sells her Ladybug Wreaths, patterns, and how-to videos through her websites and

newsletter and on Etsy. Her promotional YouTube channel features wreath-making instructions and

has more than 4,000 subscribers. She is the former owner of a popular decorating shop in

Anderson, South Carolina, where she lives.

Just wanted to tell you all that this is by far the greatest book that I've ever purchased to create

beautiful wreaths and so much more. The step by step instructions are so helpful and I can tell you

that wherever I go this book is with me. I'm so glad that I've purchased this. Truly enjoyable from the

beginning to the end. I am trying truly overjoyed with the purchase of this book. Thanks

NancyÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Ëœ



I love this book. I am new to wreath making and I wanted to try and make some for family members,

and perhaps if I got good enough, I could sell some. Nancy has done a fabulous job of presenting

the step-by-step instructions to make beautiful and unique wreaths. The pictures are colorful and

there are many interesting and wonderful ideas for one-of-a-kind wreaths. She also includes her

"bow recipe" with detailed pictures and instructions for making the perfect bow. I have made a

couple of wreaths so far, and people have commented that they look as if I've been doing it for a

long time. Thanks, Nancy, for writing this book and for sharing with us all your tricks of the trade.

Nancy's clear, concise explanations and directions are so easy to follow. Her tips are so helpful and

just reading it gets you inspired to create your own. I read it cover to cover in one hour and flagged

many pages for future reference. I even learned more about bow making in Chapter 4 (I have

watched her bow making videos again and again). However, Nancy's Bow Recipe was of particular

interest to me as I am left-handed. Seeing her illustration was a tremendous help. Beautiful pictures

and illustrations are abundant and Nancy's personal touch makes the book even more appealing.

Anyone who is just beginning to wreath or has been designing wreaths for years will find this book a

helpful resource for years to come. Thank you, Nancy, for this wonderful treasure.

This is an excellent book on wreath making, and I really enjoyed reading it!! There was so much

information in this book for how to make Nancy's beautiful wreaths, and the pictures are gorgeous!

Nancy tells you step by step how to make her beautiful wreaths as well as gives tons of different tips

and tricks that she uses when making her wreaths all throughout the book. I highly recommend this

book, especially if you are wanting to learn how to make your first wreath or learn more information

on how to improve your own wreath making skills!!

If you want to be able to make a unique, wild and woodsy, beautiful wreath for yourself, friends, or to

sell--this is the book to buy! Nancy Alexander gives step-by-step details and shares her professional

secrets in this interesting read. Thank you, Nancy!

Love all her books and have learned so much from her and other wreath makers. Nancy takes the

"pain" out of creating beautiful wreaths.12/28/2016 She is still the best! I joined her Facebook

groups and gained more than I have gotten anywhere else. Can't put a price on her teaching.



Whether you are an expert wreath maker or just getting started this book is full of wonderful

illustrations and step by step instructions. I just received it two days ago and have read it cover to

cover twice. Best money I have ever spent and will keep it in my wreath craft room for quick referral

for ideas of placing flowers, greenery or making a bow. Love it!!!

This book is PERFECT, Nancy, and I have read it cover to cover TWICE! Your illustrations are

amazing and the step-by-step descriptions so clear! I am thrilled to own this!
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